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Rittal awarded prize by German Design Council

German Innovation Award for the Rittal
VX25 large enclosure system
The VX25 large enclosure system from Rittal has
won the 2019 German Innovation Award. The
German Design Council honoured the innovative
large enclosure system on May 28 as the winner in
the “Excellence in Business to Business/Machines &
Engineering” category.
Herborn, 14 June 2019 – Fit for Industry 4.0 and awardwinning: With the VX25, Rittal has launched the first
enclosure system specifically designed to boost
productivity in panel building and switchgear
manufacturing and in Industry 4.0 value chains.
The award recognises user-centric innovation
With the German Innovation Award, the German Design
Council (set up by Germany’s Parliament, the
Bundestag) honours pioneering innovations that are
having a lasting impact and offering users added value.
Nearly 700 international submissions were received. The
winners were chosen by a world-class jury of physicists,
patent consultants, computer scientists, financing
specialists, product designers, technology historians and
marketeers.
“User-centricity represents the key to the evaluation of
the innovations submitted. It is the distinguishing feature
of the German Innovation Award,” explained Andrej
Kupetz, the German Design Council's General Manager.
“It is particularly successful when future users are
involved in product and design development at an early
stage.”
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The award winner: enclosure system for digital
process chains
“We are delighted that such a renowned institution as the
German Design Council has honoured the innovative
power of our own VX25 with this award. Specifically, the
main focus of the jury on user centricity coincides
precisely with Rittal’s approach to product development.
The success of the system, the feedback from our
customers and honours such as this award also prove
that we are on the right track”, added Dr Thomas Steffen,
Managing Director Research and Development at Rittal.
Intensive dialogue with customers was crucial in
developing this large enclosure system. Developers and
analysts conducted a large-scale scientific usability study
that tracked day-to-day operations at panel building and
switchgear manufacturing companies. The VX25 ‘ticks’
like enclosure manufacturers think – in functions and
processes”, added Dr Steffen.
The VX25 offers the highest possible quality and
consistency of data, reduced complexity and savings in
time, as well as safe assembly. More than 25 registered
property rights demonstrate the high level of innovation
involved.
“The launch of the award-winning large enclosure system
was a milestone that was then followed with the brand
new AX.KX compact and small enclosure series. With
the Blue e+ cooling unit range that had previously been
presented, our core product portfolio has now been
updated and is fit for Industry 4.0. Together with our
sister company Eplan, we are thinking deeply about the
entire value chain of panel building and switchgear
manufacturing and we are supporting our customers with
optimisation and digitalisation”, Dr Steffen concluded.
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Special mention: Blue e+ cooling units
The Blue e+ cooling unit series was also nominated for
the award in the same category as the VX25. It was
given a “Special Mention” at the awards ceremony. Blue
e+ has been the most efficient commercially available
industrial cooling system since 2015. It works with a new
combination of heat pipe and compressor. Application
data shows average energy savings of 75 percent
compared to conventional systems. The lower
temperature deviations within the enclosure increase the
service life of the components installed. The IoT interface
is predestined for a variety of Industry 4.0 applications,
up to and including predictive maintenance.
The organiser: the German Design Council
The German Design Council (Rat für Formgebung) was
established on the initiative of the German Bundestag
(the German parliament) in 1953 and promoted by the
Federation of German Industries (BDI). For 66 years
now, the foundation has been pursuing the goal of
promoting the competitiveness of German companies.
The German Design Council, with its competitions,
exhibitions, conferences, seminars and publications, is
making a decisive contribution to the dissemination of
knowledge about design, innovation and brands. More
than 300 German and foreign companies currently
belong to the circle of patrons.
(3,778 characters)
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Caption(s)

Figure (fri192017600.jpg): Heiko Holighaus, Vice President Research
and Development, and Nico Keil, Product Manager for Large
Enclosure Systems at Rittal are delighted with the German Innovation
Award for the VX25 and Blue e+.
May be reproduced free of charge. Please name Rittal GmbH & Co.
KG as the source.

About Rittal
Rittal, headquartered in Herborn, Germany, is a leading global
provider of solutions for industrial enclosures, power distribution,
climate control and IT infrastructure, as well as software and services.
Systems made by Rittal are deployed in over 90 per cent of all
industries across the world, including machine building and plant
engineering, food and beverages, and IT and telecommunications.
The international market leader’s product portfolio includes
configurable enclosures, with data available across the entire
production process. Smart Rittal cooling systems, with up to 75 per
cent lower power and CO2 consumption, can communicate with the
production landscape, enabling predictive maintenance and servicing.
The offering also includes innovative IT products, from IT racks and
modular data centres, to edge and hyperscale computing solutions.
Leading software providers Eplan and Cideon support the value
chain, providing interdisciplinary engineering solutions, while Rittal
Automation Systems offers solutions for switchgear. Within Germany,
Rittal can supply products on demand within 24 hours – with
precision, flexibility and efficiency.
Founded in 1961, Rittal is the largest company in the owner-operated
Friedhelm Loh Group. The Friedhelm Loh Group is active worldwide,
with 18 production sites and 80 international subsidiaries. It has
approximately 12,000 employees and posted revenues of €2.6 billion
in fiscal 2018. In 2019, the family-run business was named one of
Germany’s leading employers by the Top Employers Institute, for the
eleventh year running. Within the scope of a Germany-wide survey,
Focus Money magazine identified the Friedhelm Loh Group as one of
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the nation’s best providers of vocational training for the fourth time in
2019.
For more information, visit www.rittal.com and www.friedhelm-lohgroup.com.
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